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ABSTRACT
In this article the author presents the basis and reasons of the public radiophobia in Poland.

He mentions about person's mentality historically based on the "cold war" and Soviet's military
and technologically domination in this part of Europe.
Besides of the historical and sociological sources he pays attention on a few aspects, which - in
his opinion - intensified the negative public responses: Chernobyl catastrophe, the coal-lobby
influences, the political parties (not only "green") games during election time, existing of old
conventional coal power stations, accessibility of own cheap coal, cost of transformation from
communistic to free-market economy, low-level of public pro-ecology thinking and so on. On
the other hand the author describes some non-realistic attitudes of society - for example - they
accept nuclear medicine while do not agree to develop nuclear power engineering.
Finally he presents conclusions, which can change public perception of radiation.

1. INTRODUCTION
The majority of people active in social and economic policies and majority of experts dealing

with radiation believe that the radiation and nuclear power program may be developed and
implemented only with public consent and acceptance.
In Poland during parliamentary debate on "Foundation for the Polish energy policies up to
2010" the importance of public attitudes toward radiation has been recalled repeatedly in the
context of the future development of nuclear power in Poland.
In the governmental document, accepted by Polish Parliament on 11 January 1996, it has been
stated that "nuclear power plant construction is not foreseen up to the year 2010; nevertheless
it has been assumed that the appraisals of the economic feasibility and the public acceptance
level for such investments will be conducted".
Thus, the need for such assessments of public opinions and attitudes toward radiation and
nuclear power has been recognized and accepted by the highest legislative power organ in
Poland.
The first public opinion polls on the attitudes toward above problems have been conducted in
August 1989. The subsequent four series of assessments of public opinion and social attitudes
have been performed by the "Demoskop-market and social research" company and have been
commissioned by National Atomic Energy Agency and by Polish Power Grid Company. They
were conducted in December 1991, in November 1994, in August 1996 and in May 1998.
The questions covered the following topics:
- position on the nuclear power;
- level of information on the nuclear power;
- opinions on various ionizing radiation applications.
The statistical estimation error for the sample numbering 999 people is equal to 3.2% with the
level of confidence 0.95 %.
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The following socio-demographic characteristics have been taken into account: gender, age,
education level, place of residence, type of work, professional position and place of
employment.

2.PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD NUCLEAR POWER IN 1989-1998
Fig. 1 shows the distribution of replies to the question if, among other types of energy sources,
the nuclear energy should be used to satisfy national power demands.
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Fig. 1. The respondents' attitudes toward nuclear power in 1989, 1991, 1994, 1996 and 1998.

From the numbers quoted it may be concluded that the most dynamic change in public
attitudes toward nuclear power in Poland occurred in 1989-1991. In the following years the
population has been divided into three groups: the nuclear power proponents («35%),
opponents («40-45%) and undecided («15-25%).
The significant increase of the fraction accepting the nuclear option at the turn of eighties and
nineties may be explained by the change in the socio-political situation. The feelings have been
quieted, the emotions subdued.
The more difficult question is: why, during the recent years, the number of nuclear power
proponents in Poland is smaller than the number of its opponents?
The possible explanation of this social phenomenon include the low level of the social
awareness as regards the topic in question, but this is not the single reason and probably not the
most important one. The opinions on the nuclear energy applications for electricity production
are formed not only on the basis of knowledge but also are influenced by emotions.
It is very difficult to assess this emotional component of the attitudes toward nuclear power. It
may be deemed significant.

The emotions are intensified by periodically recurring rumors of some nuclear accident, which
cause very strong public reactions. On the occasion of 10-th and 12-th anniversary of
Chernobyl accident, some very suggestive TV programs have been shown, including some
unpublished documentary pictures of the disaster. The respondents in the 1998 polls, asked for
a statement on benefits and threats related to the nuclear energy applications, answered :
nuclear power means threat - 55%, it means benefits - 29%. The people in Poland are afraid
of nuclear power because they are being systematically alarmed and intimidated.
The 1998 polls confirmed the correlation found previously (1989), namely that the higher
education level, the higher acceptance of nuclear power.
In 1998, as in 1991 and 1994 the responses "difficult to say" which indicate lack of interest or
lack of information, are given mainly by people with only elementary education, farmers,
people with the smallest incomes, women and older people. The fraction of " difficult to say"
answer for the questions addressing the general attitude toward nuclear power, is similar to the
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fraction of such answers given to questions on other national social or political problems - for
example - the parliamentary elections of the consequences of the NATO membership.
Fig.2. shows the man and women opinion on nuclear power uses.
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Fig.2.Men and women opinions on nuclear power uses.

The young people (up to 24) display above average acceptance, while those aged over 60 -
less than average.
Very high acceptance of nuclear power has been seen among students and businessman-
entrepreneurs - Fig.3. and Fig.4.
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Fig.3.Respondents' opinion on the possible nuclear power uses, according to the type of work
(1-employed, 2-unemployed, 3-pupils/students, 4-pensioners/disabled, 5-homemakers).
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Fig.4. Respondents' opinions on the possible nuclear power uses, according to the work
position (1-intellectuals/proffesionals, 2-white-collar workers, 3-manual workers, 4-
entrepreneurs, 5-farmers).
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3. THE LEVEL OF PUBLIC KNOWLADGE ON THE RADIATION AND NUCLEAR
POWER BENEFITS AND HARMS

The relevant knowledge and the access to the information on atomic problems evidently
influence the public attitudes toward radiation and nuclear power plants development in
Poland. The question: do you feel that you are adequately informed on radiation and nuclear
power problems by newspapers, radio and TV ?" the fractions of assenting answers in various
years have been as on Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Respondents' opinions on the adequate information on radiation and nuclear problems.

Among those who feel that they are better informed of the radiation and nuclear power
benefits and detriments are mainly the people with higher or occupational education and the
most wealthy. The people employed in the institutions financed from national budget feel
themselves adequately informed on those matters.
The problem of information is connected to the problem of trust and confidence in various
source of information on atomic problems. The polls from 1996 and 1998 confirm the high
level of trust bestowed in Poland upon the ecologists. Even more trusted are the research
scientists (nuclear physicists-30%) and engineers (17%) - Fig.6. The politicians have to expect
nearly no trust at all. According to the 1998 report, the confidence and trust level granted to
ecologists decreased significantly as compared to that in 1996, by 6%.
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Fig.6.Reliable information source - in 1996 and 1998
(l-politicians,2-journalists,3-power engineers,4- ecologists, 5-nuclear physicists).

4. OPTIONS ON VAROIUS IONIZING RADIATION
The respondents have been asked about their opinion on food for assuring better hygiene.

40% of respondents assent to this method (39% were against it), but this consent appears to be
rather weak. Numerous responses "rather yes" (33%) and discrepancy between "decidedly
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not" (14%) are indicative of this weakness. The characteristics shaping in the strongest way the
respondents" consent to food irradiation for hygienic purposes are : gender, age and place of
residence. Males, respondents' young or middle aged and larger cities inhabitants accept food
irradiation much more frequently than the others.
Moreover, the respondents have been asked about their acceptance of ionizing radiation
applications in three other fields: in the arms and explosives detectors, for radiological thoracic
examination and for industrial process control.
It turned out that all these applications enjoy a similar and high (60-70%) approval level. Quite
evident relatively enthusiastic, as opposed to the response to food irradiation for hygienic
purposes, is seen in much more abundant "decidedly yes" answers (from 23 to 27%). The
objection against ionizing radiation uses in these fields is relatively small and fluctuates from
18% for thoracic examinations to 16% for radiation use in the search for arms and explosives.
The respondents have been asked to point to those ionizing radiation applications which, in
their view, should be specially promoted and popularized. The following six possibilities have
been offered : industrial applications, food irradiation for hygienic purposes, disposable medical
equipment sterilization, medical diagnostics and therapy, applications in geology, hydrology
and environmental protection, works of art. radiative maintenance and examination. The chart
of the support for all types of application is shown in the Fig. 7. The acceptance is given in
terms of an average, which - depending on the acceptance scale - could assume the value
between 1 (the lowest acceptance) and 5 (the largest acceptance).
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Fig.7. Support for various ionizing radiation applications (1-medical equipment sterilization, 2-
works of art radiative maintenance and examination, 3-geology, hydrology and environmental
protection, 4-medical diagnostics and therapy, 5- industrial applications, 6- food irradiation for
hygienic purpose).

The disposable medical equipment sterilization enjoys the largest acceptance. The smallest is
given to food irradiation for hygienic purposes. For all applications the total approval index has
been found, as an average over all individual ratings. This average value has been found to be
3,3.
The acceptance of different ionizing radiation applications is connected with the acceptance of
nuclear power in general. This conclusion, even if seemingly somewhat obvious, confirms the
existence of a group of people, who consistently express approval for nuclear power and fear
neither various applications of ionizing radiation nor using the atomic nucleus for acquiring
electric energy. Presently, only 10% of the population belong to this group.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Pudlic opinion in Poland is not disposed toward electricity production in nuclear power

plants and radiation. The conviction that one is satisfactorily informed on power supply matters
is very weak. Even if the information not necessarily the most important factor in shaping
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human attitudes, the public information problem becomes one of the key issues for the
institutions interested in radiation and nuclear power development in Poland.
To be more precise : if pupils and students attending various schools are ready to support the
radiation and nuclear power program, thus and so the nuclear matters should be included in the
educational curriculum (on all school levels).
Also potential investors in future NPPs should involve themselves in broad educational
campaigns. Various media may take part in such activities, especially TV with its educational
programs.
The older people, uneducated, poor, rural and small inhabitants, women, unemployed and
retired are among those most afraid of the radiation. Their views should be taken into account
when taking up the activities aimed at changing the Polish public attitudes toward radiation
program.
71% of Poles want to restrict coal combustion. It's a good sign.
The polls results confirmed the significant support of Poles (over 60%) for various ionizing
radiation applications. This means that the radiation uses may be developed in Poland on a
broader scale and unhindered.
Stability is one of the characteristic traits of public attitudes. Nevertheless, the results presented
here should inspire a national agenda for activities including educational and informational
tasks as well as those influencing emotions, for demonstrating the benefits from radiation and
nuclear power. Thoughtful and persistent activities of all involved communities and institutions
may lead to significant improvements in the knowledge concerning radiation, thus - to a
possible change in public attitudes toward radiation and nuclear power option in Poland.

How to prevent a rumor and protect from nuclear panic (Polish experience).
Nuclear rumors started to appear after the Chernobyl accident. In spite of the principally

correct behavior of the authorities and nuclear community following the disaster, the public
was terribly scared by the accident. Any cancer cases, skin disasters, allergies were associated
with the reactor meltdown in Chernobyl.
In the atmosphere of fear, with a lack of sufficient information and a very low radiation
awareness, it was not difficult to spread a rumor about a new nuclear threat.
In last years in Poland every few months new gossip about nuclear accidents spread out. In
1995 there was widely know rumor on nuclear accident in Jaslovskie Bohunice in Slovakia.
Another gossip about nuclear catastrophe in Mochovce was also spread, although, as it is well
known, not one nuclear reactor is operating yet in Mochovce.
In May 1996 a gossip about nuclear accident in Chernobyl spread throughout Poland. The
rumor was so serious that people stayed in long queues to get stable iodine, in kinder gardens
the children were kept inside. Telecommunication company registered thousands of extra long
distance calls. On May 9-th the rumor reached its peak. The geography of spreading the rumor
is not exactly known. The biggest number of reports about supposed radiological risks were
noted in West and South of Poland. The large city of Opole has been paralyzed for several
hours.
There are not any credible information why and where this gossip came from? It is generally
accepted that the rumor started after intensive campaign in mass media on 10-th anniversary of
Chernobyl disaster. The media added to this rumor, especially one of the private radio stations,
which broadcast news about the accident. Some informers pointed to a local German radio
station as the original source of the rumor. It may be worthnoting that in early May of 1995
there were quite strong protests in Germany against transportation of radioactive waste to the
German repository in Goerleben.
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In Poland journalists tried to verify the rumor in different, not always properly selected
government agencies. Many different journalists asked even the President of Poland and other
representatives of public life whether there was a real danger.
Many people who requested that it should take a stand on the supposed nuclear accident
approached the National Atomic Energy Agency. The NAEA is a particular institution - it is at
the same time government body and a specialized agency. Therefore it enjoys more confidence
than other government agencies.
In order to give journalists the most convincing explanation the operator of the Chernobyl NPP
was contacted and the Polish radiation monitoring stations were requested to take
measurements. With the necessary information collected, a press conference was called during
which the precise information was given, including the time of the conversation with the
Chernobyl NPP operator, his name, the reactor capacity during the conversation and different
data describing radiation levels in Poland, i.e. dose rate, air contamination. Determined, reliable
and credible presentation of this information in mass media - supported by statements of the
authorities from Ministry of Environment Protection, Ministry of Public Health and Ministry of
Defense calmed down the panic immediately. From one day to another the topic vanished from
public life. What's more interesting - there were attempts to describe and explain the whole
problem and demands to punish irresponsible journalists who caused the panic.
It is not easy to answer the question how to prevent a rumor and protect from nuclear panic. It
seems that one of the reason for occasionally spread rumors is the memory of the 1989
accident, refreshed at least once a year at the end of April. Another reason why people pick up
their ears to various unverified news may be the condition of the sarcophagus of the destroyed
reactor, as well as the safety of reactors in this part of Europe. The media many times reported
various incidents in those NPPs.
An important factor that makes the public in Poland oversensitive is illegal transport of
radioactive and fissionable materials from the so-called "post-communistic" countries.
The sense of danger and fear is aggravated by irresponsible publications. With little knowledge
of radiation issues and lack of confidence in the state authorities, the public is easily deceived
and frequently yields to panic.
The question is then how to prevent rumors, how to nip the rumor-raised panic in the bud.
The conclusions which should be drawn from the above mentioned incident (which was the
biggest but not the only one public event in Poland in last few years) could be as follows :
- each gossip should be addressed as soon as it arises at the best by the competent authorities

or person with high scientific standard or social prestige;
- each information on nuclear accident and incidents and their results - should be done

quietly and thoughtfully;
- press law or other law acts should include procedure for consideration of responsibility of

media people for widespreading false, not documented information, which can cause
serious social problems (in different fields);

- the cooperation between nuclear institutions with journalists should be closer and should be
based on partner and friendship relation principle;

- in bilateral agreements signed by Poland among with Ukraine, Lithuania, Russia, Slovak
Republic necessity of the mutual early notification, even in regard to the smallest incidents,
must be included;

- the systems of radiological monitoring should be developed in such a way that they will
give the quickest and most exact information about actual radiation level;

- the education of society in radiation and radiological protection questions should be carried
out constantly, consequently and more effectively;

- the public should be prepared for the eventuality of a nuclear threat;
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- the reactor emergency simulation exercises should be carried out to practice steps required
in such a situation;

- citizens should have an easy access to written information how they should behave when
radiation emergency is announced.

The above conclusions could create a possibility for changing the public attitude towards
radiation and nuclear power in Poland.

(This article based on the Report on public opinion polls - "Polish society attitudes toward
nuclear power and ionizing radiation applications" which has been performed by "Demoskop"
and has been commissioned by National Atomic Energy Agency).
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